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Frommer's guidebooks are different. They're written by expert journalists, exhaustively researched,

impartial and opinionated. From popular tourist destinations such as Dublin and the Ring of Kerry to

less-traveled regions such as Donegal and the North, Ireland will be more accessible and richer for

visitors who follow our author's seasoned, perceptive, and adventurous suggestions. This book

features: > Gorgeous color photos of the sights and experiences that await you.> Advice from

Ireland expert, Jack Jewers, who has been exploring the back roads of his ancestral homeland,

Ireland, for years. He'll tell you the smartest way to experience major attractions such as Giant's

Causeway, Dublin and Newgrange, and he'll also clue you into dazzling country roads, prehistoric

ruins without signage scattered in farm fields, and lively little music bars where the regulars speak

Gaelic.> Advice on the best lodgings, restaurants, and pubs, researched by Jewers in person. His

authoritative, candid reviews will help you make choices that suit your tastes and budget.> Exact

prices, so there's never any guessing.> Up-to-the-minute coverage of shopping and nightlife in cities

and towns; detailed walking tours; lively coverage of history and culture; accurate neighborhood

maps; and advice on planning a successful family vacation.
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Jack Jewers has written about Ireland for Frommer's since 2006. Born and raised in England, he

loved listening to his great aunt's tales about life in Dublin during the civil war. Jack proposed to his

Irish-American wife at a spa on the Ring of Kerry. Jack and his wife reside in Surrey, England.



We paired this book with Rick Steves' Best of Ireland and found that together they covered just

about everything we needed. Frommers definitely covers more sights in more places while Steves is

a bit more detailed and complete in their coverage. Lodging suggestions did not overlap much

which was good since several smaller places had no availability. There was not much disagreement

between them on the top locations but Frommers offers more "outliers" or hidden gems, some of

which really appealed to us.

I just got back from a two-week honeymoon in Ireland, and this was super helpful! I found it too

overwhelming to read before the trip, so I simply brought it along and as we were driving to our next

location, I'd look at things that were in the area and recommended to see. We had a pretty flexible

self-designed schedule, so our system worked really well. Between this book, Google

recommendations, and Trip Advisor, we saw so many neat things. I'd definitely recommend this

book, especially used as a supplement with other resources, to find things to see and do in

Ireland.Just a note that many of the admission prices are incorrect- this is probably because things

change fast and often, and it can be hard to keep up with. Not a problem for us, but just something

to keep in mind. If you have a computer with you on the trip (or check prices beforehand), you'll be

just fine. Usually they were only a couple Euro off.Enjoy your trip!!

Great book I gave as a gift for a friend that is going to Ireland. She loved it.

We just came back from the trip of a lifetime to Ireland and it wouldn't have been nearly as good

without this book. Really, not only did it show us how to plan the trip, but the book came in incredibly

handy when my phone died (long story) and I was able to rely on the suggestions and maps in the

book to keep going. For those planning a trip: the book has terrific itineraries that are detailed

enough that you can use them to craft an itinerary that's right for you (we ended up mixing and

matching a bit). And the photos and historical info about the country got us really jazzed for the trip

and helped us understand what we were seeing when we were there. We also were REALLY

pleased with all the pub and restaurant recommendations. We were always the only Americans in

these places (it was real insider advice) and they were all terrific (which is a big difference from what

my cousin experienced when she traveled with a Rick Steve's guide---she ran into Americans

everywhere she said, whch was disappointing and why we didn't get that book, though I looked

through her copy and liked the organization and photos of this book better). Get this one. It's the

best



Seems very similar to 2016 but none of the places I want to visit have closed since last year so

good to go

A great source of up-to-date information about Ireland. We used it to explore the northern half of the

country and will use it again when we return to visit the southern half.

perfect for someone traveling to Ireland

well written
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